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LEARNING OUTCOME II: READING TO ENJOY, ACQUIRE KNOWLEDGE AND BE ABLE TO COMPREHEND 
A SCHEME OF WORK FOR READING TOP CLASS (5 -6 YEARS) FIRST TERM 

W 
K 

P 
D  

MAJOR  
COMPE 
NTENCE 
S   

CONTENT   COMPETENCED   METHODS   ACTIVITIES   INDICAT 
ORS OF  
LIFE  
SKILLS  
AND  
VALUES   

INSTRU 
CTIONA 
L  
MATERI 
ALS   

REFERNCE   R 
E 
M  

1  1  Orientat 
ion    

Knowing  
each other   

The learners:  -
learns the 
teachers’ names  -
learns the friends’ 
names   

Discussion   
  
Explanation   

-knowing each 
other by names 
i.e Christian 
names e.g 
Sarah, John  -
knowing the 
teachers’ 
names.   

Self 
esteem  
Confidenc 
e   

Teacher’ 
s 
collectio 
n   
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  2    A story   The learner;   
-listens to the story  
-answers oral 
questions about the 
story   

Discussion   
  
Question 
and answer   

-lListening to 
the story  -
answering oral 
questions about 
the story i.e 
once upon a 
time…..  

Logical 
presentat 
ion of 
ideas   

A story 
book   

Once upon 
a time 
series   

  

 

  3  Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

Sounds 
(Satipn)   

The learner;   
-listens to the story.  
-says the sounds of 
satipn in the story.   
  

Discussion   
  
Question and 
answer   

-listening to the  
story   -
saying the 
sounds of the 
satipn -doing 
the actions of 
the given 
sounds.   
i.e s, a, t, i,p,n  

Articulati 
on   
Confidenc 
e   
Fluency   

Sound 
and read.  

Flash cards    

  4    Pictures of the 
satipn    

The learner ;  -
recognizes the 
sounds.   
-reads and spells 
the words   
-identifies pictures 
of satipn   

-phonic   
-discussion  -
question and  
answer   

-reading and 
spelling the 
words. -
identifying 
pictures of the 
satipn   
-recognising the 

sounds i.e     

,    

Fluency  
Articulati 
on   

Sound 
and read  

Flash cards    

http://www.google.co.ug/imgres?imgurl=http://0.tqn.com/d/webclipart/1/0/y/M/4/tree3.gif&imgrefurl=http://webclipart.about.com/library/agarden/bltrees1.htm&usg=__ncvSCKVUYC7THclAHlmvPZnqXx0=&h=354&w=246&sz=31&hl=en&start=12&zoom=1&tbnid=sJYZh-Funx3WYM:&tbnh=121&tbnw=84&ei=ANXRT76-L7KW0QW-29S8BA&prev=/search?q=trees&hl=en&sa=X&gbv=2&tbs=itp:clipart&tbm=isch&itbs=1
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2  1  Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

Syllables ( 
satipn)   

The learner;   
-says the sounds  -
joins the sound to  
make syllables   
  

-phonic   
- 
explanation   
-syllabic   
-discussion   

-saying the 
sounds of the 
satipn.  -forming 
syllables  -
reading the 
syllables i.e sa, 
ta, pa, na, ka 
spa, si nti etc    

Fluency  
Articulati 
on   

Sound 
and read  

Flash cards    

  2  Associat 
ing 
sounds  

 Words of the 
satipn   

The learner;  -says 
the sounds of  
the satipn   

Phonic   
  
Syllabic   

-saying the 
sounds of the 
satipn  

Self 
esteem  
Fluency   

Flash 
cards  

Jolly  
phonic book 
1  

  

 

  with  
letters   

 -recognizes the 
words of satipn   
  

 -recognizing the 
syllables of the 
satipn -reading 
the words  of 
the satipn e.g  an    
ant  ass   as  in is   
sat  tap    
pam  

Confidenc 
e   
Articulati 
on   
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  3    Sentences of 
satipn   
  

The learner; -says 
the sounds of the 
satipn  -recognizes 
given sentences  -
reads the given 
sentences   

Phonic   
  
Syllabic   

-saying the 
sounds   
-recognizing the 
given sentences 
-reading the 
given sentences 
e.g It is an ant.  
  
  
  
  
   

Self 
esteem   
-fluency   
- 
confidenc 
e  
articulati 
on   

Flash 
cards  

Jolly  
phonic book 
1  

  

  4    Forming 
words and 
syllables   

-says the sounds of 
the satipn  
-recognizes -forms 
words and syllables 
of the sation  

Explanation   
  
Phonic   
Syllabic   

-saying the 
sounds of the 
satipn.   
-recognizing the 
sounds  -
forming the 
syllables of the 
satipn  
-forming words  
i.e  

-fluency   
articulati 
on  -
accuracy   
-self  
expressio 
n   

Flash 
cards  

Jolly  
phonic book 
1  

  

 

               n  
___pan____  
pa     t _________  
         st _________ 
sa ________  s-t- 
a_________  
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3  1  Associat 
ing 
words   

Forming 
words   

-says given sounds.   
-reads syllables  -
recognizes given 
syllables.   
  

Phonic   
Syllabic   
Explanation  

-saying the 
sounds.   
-recognizing the 
syllables.   
-forming and 
reading words 
by joining 
syllables i.e  Sa-
va-na   
Sa-nta-na  

-fluency   
articulati 
on  -
clarity   

Cut out 
cards   

Jolly  
phonic book 
1  

  

  2  Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

 Sounds ( ck, 
m, j, e, w, h, y, 
d)  

The learner; -
recognizes the 
given sounds.  -
does the actions of 
the sounds.   
  

Explanation   
Phonic   
  
Syllabic   

-recognizing the  
sounds i.e ck, m, 
j   
-doing the 
actions of the 
sounds. -reading 
the sounds i.e ck   
y    
d  j   
m  e   
r    w   h  
  

-fluency   
-self  
esteem   
- 
audibility   
articulati  

on   

Jolly  
phonic 
book 2   

Cut out 
cards   

  

  3     Vocabularies 
and pictures   

-says the given 
sounds.   

Question 
and answer  
Phonic   

-reading 
sounds.  

Articulati 
on   
  

Cut our 
cards   
  
  

Jolly  
phonic book 
2   
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    -does the actions of 
the sounds.   
  

Syllabic   -doing the 
actions of the 
sounds  
- recognizing 
pictures of  
given sounds i.e  
   
ck   j   r   y   h  
w   m      d     e        
egg  

Fluency   

  

  
  
  
  

  

  

  4     Syllables   -says the sounds  -
joins sounds to form 
syllables.   
  

Explanation   
  
Phonic    
  
Syllabic   

-reading sounds  
-joining sounds 
to form 
syllables  -
reading the 
given syllables  
i.e    
ra   re  he  ma  
mi  de  mpa  
mpi  spra  spri  

Fluency   
-respect   
- 
togethern 
ess  
articulati 
on   

Cut our 
cards   

Jolly  
phonic 
book 2   

  

http://www.google.com/imgres?q=eggs&hl=en&biw=1360&bih=555&tbm=isch&tbnid=xxk8yPGRKMIjgM:&imgrefurl=http://www.psdgraphics.com/psd-icons/brown-white-and-golden-eggs-psd-icons/&docid=YOKqvcPlBHUMzM&imgurl=http://www.psdgraphics.com/file/brown-egg.jpg&w=1280&h=1024&ei=UCpyUeeuJ8nBO4WJgbAB&zoom=1&iact=hc&vpx=409&vpy=169&dur=655&hovh=201&hovw=251&tx=142&ty=122&page=3&tbnh=139&tbnw=163&start=48&ndsp=27&ved=1t:429,r:70,s:0,i:363
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4  1  Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

  Words with 
three and 
four letters   

 The learner; -
says the sounds. -
recognizes given 
words.   
-blends the given 
words   

Phonic    
  
Syllabic  

-saying the 
sounds.  -
recognizing 
words and  
blending them 
orally   
-reading simple 
words  for the  
given sounds  
e.g    

Fluency   
-respect   
-self  
esteem   
articulati 
on   

Words  
cards   

Jolly  
phonic 
book 2   

  

 

      red, rap, hat, 
drum, has, him,  
his, yam, man,  
men  

    

  2     Words of the 
given sounds  
( ck, j, r, y,h)  

-says the sounds  -
recognizes the given 
words  -blends the 
words.   
   

Explanation   
Syllabic   
Phonic   

-saying the  
sounds i.e xk, j, r, 
y   
-recognizing 
and blending 
the given 
words. -Reading 
the given  
words of the 
given sound.   
Kapere   
Ntinda   
Sempa   
Mapera  

Fluency   
Accuracy  
Confidenc 
e   
Articulati 
on   

Cut out 
cards  

Teachers 
collection   
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  3  Associat 
ing with 
letters   

Sound (ck)   The learner;  
-says sounds ck  -
makes words with 
ck sound.  -blends 
given words.   
  

Phonic  
Syllabic   

-saying  sound 
ck   
-making words 
of sound ck -
blending and 
reading words 
with “ck sound  
i.e   
ba-ck   la-ck  be-
ck   ki-ck  co-ck   
si-ck  bu-ck-et  

Fluency   
Audibility  
Confidenc 
e   
Articulati 
on   

Flash 
cards   

Jolly  
phonic book 
2   
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  4     Sound “ck”   -blends the words 
of “ck” sound. -
reads the words of 
“ck” sound.  -
recognizes given 
pictures of “ck”  
sound   
  

Explanation   
  
Phonic   
  
Syllabic   

-blending 
words of “ck” 
sound  -
reading the 
words  
-recognizing 
and naming  
pictures of “ck” 
sound   

i.e   

________  

__________  
  
  

Fluency  
Self 
esteem  
Love  
Articulati 
on   

Flash 
cards   

Jolly  
phonic 
book 2   

  

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://ec.l.thumbs.canstockphoto.com/canstock11107356.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.canstockphoto.com/vector-clipart/cock.html&usg=__s8Mz22BMkyi4QZeFEvx5i97N_bM=&h=150&w=141&sz=6&hl=en&start=15&zoom=1&tbnid=CRm87PXBk-rS3M:&tbnh=96&tbnw=90&ei=S0cwUba0BqmU0QXg14GACw&prev=/search?q=cock&hl=en&sa=X&gbv=2&tbs=itp:clipart&tbm=isch&itbs=1&sa=X&ved=0CEgQrQMwDg
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5  1    Sound “ck” 
(sentences)   

The learner;  -
blends and reads 
words with “ck” 
sound   
-makes sentences 
using given words.   
  

Explanation   
  
Whole word   
Phonic   
Syllabic   

-blending 
words of “ck” 
sound  -
making 
sentences of 
“ck” sound -
reading the 
sentences of 
“ck” sound i.e    
The duck is big.   
Jack has a cock. 
She will kick 
you.    

Fluency   
  
Confidenc 
e   
Articulati 
on   

Flash 
cards   

Teacher’s 
collection   
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       x,   o,   i,   b,   v,   
g, u,    f,    z   

    

6  1     Syllables 
with  “o” 
sound   

-says the sound “o”  
-joins sounds to 
form syllables of  
“o” sound .   
  

Phonic   
  
Explanation   
  
Syllabic   
  
Discussion   

-identifying the 
sounds saying 
the sounds  -
joining sounds 
to form 
syllables  -
reading the 
formed  
syllables of  “o” 
sound i.e .   
po  no  ho  mo  
ro  spo   sto  sno  
smo  sro   slo   
gro   fro    

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency   

Cut out 
cards  

Nursery 
English   

  

  2   Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

 Syllables of 
“o” sound   

-says sound “o”.  
-reads the syllables.  
-listens to the 
syllables of sound  
“o”.   
  

Market stall   
  
Brain 
storming   

-reading 
syllables with 
“o” sound  -
listening to the 
syllables -
writing 
syllables of “o” 
sound i.e  do, 
co, fo, mom no, 
bo, spo, sto,     

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency   
  
Confidenc 
e   

Cutout 
cards   

Nursery 
English   
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  3  Associat 
ing 
sounds  

 Short words 
with “o” 
sound   

The learner;  
-says the sounds  -
recognizes the given 
words   

-brain 
storming  
Phonic   
Syllabic   

-reading the  
syllables with  
“o’   

Articulati 
on  
Fluency   
  

cut out 
cards   

Nursery 
English  

  

 

  with 
letters  

 -blends the given 
words   
-reads the words   

  
Market stall   

-reading the 
words of “o” 
sound.   -
forming the 
words of  “o” 
sound i.e   
G      d     d     ll      
o             o   
God             doll   

Confidenc 
e   

   

  4     Short words 
with “o” 
sound   

-says sound “o” -
recognizes the given 
sounds of “o”.  -
blends the given 
words   
-reads the words of 
“o” sound.   

Phonic   
Syllabic   
  
Blending 
the words.   

-blending the 
words of “o” 
sound  –
reading the 
words of “o” 
sound   
–listening and 
writing words  
of “o’ sound i.e  
zo-lo = zolo  po-
st = post  no-de 
= node  po-nd = 
pond  ro-ck = 
rock  

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency  

cut out 
cards  

Jolly 
phonics   
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7  1    Reading long 
words of “o” 
sound   

The learner;   
-says the sounds  -
recognizes given 
words of “o” sound.  
-blends the given  
words of “o” sound  
  

Syllabic   
  
Phonic   
  
Explanation   
  
Brain 
storming   

-saying  “o” 
sound 
recognizing 
given words 
with “o” sound. 
-blending and 
reading the  

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency   

Flash 
cards   

Jolly  
phonics 
book   

  

 

      words of “o” 
sound i.e  
Kololo,  Tororo,   
Koboko,Dodom 
a, Bombo,  
gogolo  

    

  2     Sentences of 
“o’ sound   

The learner;  -
blends and reads 
words with “o” 
sounds.   
-makes sentences 
of “o” sound   -
reads the 
sentences of “o” 
sound   

Phonic   
  
Syllabic   
  
Explanation   
  
Discussion   

-forming the 
sentences of “o” 
sound.  -reading 
the sentences.  -
writing the 
sentences of “o’ 
sound i.e  -
Toronto is far.  -
Oscar went to 
Kololo.   
Opoloy likes  
Okello  

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency   

Flash 
cards   

Nursery 
English and 
readier   
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  3  Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

Sound “u” 
where it says  
“oo”   

The learner;  
 -says the sounds  -
joins sounds to  
form syllables   
  

Syllabic   
  
Explanation   
  
Phonic   

 - saying the 
sounds -
forming  
syllables  -
reading 
syllables where 
“u” says “oo” e.g 
bu  du  gu  fu  hu  
mu  nu  zu  ju  

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency   

Cut out 
cards   

Nursery 
English and 
readier.   

  

 

  4     Sound “u” 
where it says 
“oo” (words)  

 The learner  -
blends and reads 
the syllables.   
-forms words with  
“u” sound   
  

Syllabic   
  
Explanation   

-forming words 
with “u” sound  
-reading words 
with “u” sound 
e.g  bukulu,  
fulula, sukuma,  
zulu,  gumutuze  
Bull, full, pull  

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency   

Flash 
cards   

Nursery 
English and 
readier   
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8  1     Sound ‘u” 
where  is says  
“a”  

-blends and reads 
the syllables   
-forms words with  
‘u” sound  -reads 
the words and 
syllables of “u” 
sound   

Syllabic   
  
Explanation  

-reading the 
syllables e.g   
bu  cu   du  fu   
us  
-reading the 
words e.g    
upon   bud   
dust  un up  
bucket  jug  bus 
-listening and 
writing words 
of “u” sound  
where it says  
“a”   

Articulati 
on   
  
Fluency   

Cut out 
cards   

Nursery 
English and 
readier   

  

  2  Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

 Words of “u” 
sound where  
it says “a”  

The learner;   
-reads the syllables  
-blends the given  
words of “u” sound   
  

Whole word   
  
Brain 
storming   

-reading the 
syllables. -
recognizing 
words  -
reading the 
given words of 
“u” sound e.g   

Confidenc 
e   
Audibility  
articulati 
on  

Flash 
cards   

Jolly  
phonic 
book 3   

  

 

      Umbrella , 
punch luck  sun  
much  run  
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  3    Vocabulary 
and naming  
pictures of ‘u” 
sound   

The learner;  -
blends and reads 
the words of “u” 
sound.   
-recognizes given 
pictures of “u” 
sound.   
  

Phonic   
  
Explanation   

-reading the 
words of “u” 
sound  
-recognizing the 
given pictures of 
“u” sound.  -
naming the 
given pictures of 

“u” sound 
–  

_________  
  
 _________  
  

  
  

__________  

Creative 
thinking   
  
Making 
choice   

Picture 
cards   

Jolly  
phonic book 
3   

  

http://www.google.co.ug/imgres?imgurl=http://www.psdgraphics.com/wp-content/uploads/2009/10/red-yellow-umbrella.jpg&imgrefurl=http://www.psdgraphics.com/psd-icons/psd-umbrella-icon/&usg=__YsaqlGWDBADV1GVbvUrEpxXOu8M=&h=458&w=610&sz=31&hl=en&start=5&zoom=1&tbnid=PozHAWx-jysb2M:&tbnh=102&tbnw=136&ei=3-DRT7zQHen80QXjgoCcBA&prev=/search?q=umbrella&hl=en&gbv=2&tbm=isch&itbs=1
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://www.tropical-plants-flowers-and-decor.com/sun-clip-art.html&sa=U&ei=iBIyVOmnIZTvasu-gJgG&ved=0CDQQ9QEwDg&usg=AFQjCNEiNqQtgypPCHK8EyzzvZ089nE5Pg
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  4  Associat 
ing 
sounds 
with  
letters   

 Sentences of 
“u’ sound   

The learner;   
-reads the words of  
“u” sound -forms 
sentences using 
the words of “u” 
sound.   
  

Phonic   
  
Syllabic   

-reading the 
words of “u” 
sound  -
forming 
sentences of 
“u” sound.  -
reading the 
sentences of 
“u” sound i.e  
She has a rug.  
This is a gun 
and a jug  
Lucky is funny  

Confidenc 
e   

Chalk 
board  
illustrati 
on   

Jolly  
phonic book 
3  

  

 

9  1    Drawing  
pictures of 
“u” sound   

The learner;  -
blends and reads 
the words of “u” 
sound    
-recognizes given 
sentences and  
words of “u” sound   
  
  

Phonic   
  
Explanation   

-reading 
words and 
sentences of 
“u” sound.  -
drawing 
pictures of “u” 
sound 
that is  I 
have an 
umbrella.   
It is a cup. 
She is in the 
bus.  

Fluency   
Respect  
Making 
choice   
  
Accuracy   

Picture 
cards   
  
  
  

  

Jolly  
phonic book 
3  

  

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://www.toystogrowon.com/graphics/clipart/seasons/rainyDay.gif&imgrefurl=http://www.toystogrowon.com/clipart/display/127&usg=__dLAJir4GQj1uwOb6WfphIuKD7qA=&h=198&w=198&sz=8&hl=en&start=15&zoom=1&tbnid=4Xs_--km0JjmPM:&tbnh=104&tbnw=104&ei=xhC4UfOJFtS4hAfB0ICQAQ&prev=/search?q=rainy&hl=en&sout=1&biw=985&bih=443&site=imghp&tbs=itp:clipart&tbm=isch&itbs=1&sa=X&ved=0CEoQrQMwDg
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  2    A story  “ 
the funny  
girl”  

-blends some 
words from the 
story.   
-recognizes the 
given story  -
reads the story   
  

Whole word   -recognizing the  
story  -
reading the 
story   
-answering oral 
questions i.e 
Lucky the funny 
girl jumps up 
and down with 
……….  
Question 
Who is the 
funny girl?  

Fluency   
  
Respect   

A chart    Teachers 
collection   

  

  3     Syllables and 
words of “u” 
sound where 
it says “you”  

The learner;   
-says the sounds  -
recognizes the given 
syllables. -forms the 
syllables and words 
of “u”  

Phonic   
Syllables   
  
Explanation  
brain story 
ing   

-saying sounds -
forming 
syllables and 
words.  -
recognizing 
syllables and  

audibility   

  

articulati 
ons   

Flash 
cards   

Jolly  
phonics 
book 3   
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    sound where it says  
“you”    
   

 words of “u” 
sound  
- reading 
syllables and 
words where 
“u” says “you”  
u,   bu,  cu,   du,  
uniform, 
Uganda, unity, 
union, etc   

    

  4    Words of “u” 
sound where  
it says “you”   

The learner;  
-says the sounds  -
recognizes given 
words   
-blends the words 
of “u” sound where 
it says you.   

Phonic   
  
Syllabic   

-saying the 
sounds   
-recognizing the 
words where 
“u” says “you”. -
reading the 
words.  
Abuse, perfume, 
refuse, resume, 
music, cure, 
pure, tune    

Fluency   

  

Confidenc 

e   

Flash 
cards   

Jolly  
phonics 
book 3  
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1 
0 

1  
a n 

d 
2   

  Puzzle   The learner;  -
recognizes the 
given letters.  -
finds the words in 
the puzzle.   
  

Phonic   
  
Demonstrat 
ion    
observation   
  
Syllabic   

-finding the 
words from the 
puzzle  -
circling and 
writing the 
words from the  
puzzle   
  
  
  

Fluency  
decision 
making  
Articulati 
on   
patience   

Cut out 
letters   

Coloring 
time 
nursery 
rhyme   
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